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Dream It, Drive It ... 2005 Corvette Raffle

2005 Corvette Raffle Benefitting the Medication Compliance Research Foundation

(PRWEB) September 27, 2004 -- If owning the new 2005 Corvette C6 is your dream, enter a raffle benefitting
the Medication Compliance Research Foundation. Your ticket is tax deductible. The C6 boasts an all-new body
with a narrow hood, and wide fenders instead of a flip-over front end, contrary to recent practice. Some 85
percent of the C6 Corvette's parts are new.

It features an all-new and substantially roomier interior with new white LED gauges. The sleek new body
features exposed headlamps for the first time since the '62 model, sleek high-intensity discharge xenon
headlamps. The Corvette is expected to have much closer body tolerances, as small as 3.5 mm for the fiberglass
body, and indexed window glass that fits tighter whether open or closed.

Under that long hood is a new 6.0-liter all-aluminum V8 engine that makes 400 horsepower and 400 foot-
pounds of torque, each of them peaking 400 rpm sooner on the tachometer so you don't have to rev the engine
so high and so hard to go really, really fast. And the engine burns cleaner than before with better fuel mileage.
Chevrolet says that their 400-horsepower baby will get an honest, repeatable, normal 30 miles per gallon.

The standard Corvette will go more than 180 mph, making it the fastest Corvette ever. The completely re-
engineered Corvette chassis has bigger wheels and wider tires than the steamrollers that come on the current
C5. It has more cargo room than any Corvette ever, and more than other sports cars. The new suspension, a
continuing refinement of what was already a very good sports car suspension, features a magnetic selective ride
system, with shock absorbers containing fluid that can be magnetized instantaneously to create a softer or stiffer
ride, depending on the driver's settings.

But hurry, the deadline for the raffle is December 17, 2004 at www.sew-beautiful.us/rafflecorvette

Contact:
Rick Stue
Raffle Corvette
Suite 1010
5670 Pennwall Street
Madison, WI 53711

www.sew-beautiful.us/rafflecorvette
Email: rafflecorvette@myway.com
1-877-355-7673 Toll Free
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Contact Information
Rick Stue
Raffle Corvette
http://www.sew-beautiful.us/rafflecorvette
1-877-355-7673

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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